
A Tireless Worker? The Cobots are Coming!Here!

It’s a safe bet that modern day manufacturers don’t lack 
challenges. Surviving in today’s ultra-competitive, cost  
sensitive market demands a blend of traditional craft skills 
and processes with state-of-the-art automation technologies. 
Together, in high-mix, low-volume operations, they can help 
manufacturers address endemic industry issues such as: 

Innovations in digital technology and connectivity are rapidly 
showering the digital world with machines. The combination  
of automation, computing power, the Internet of Things, AI,  
and robotics are helping to establish the foundation for a  
new generation of smart factories that redefine how we  
deploy automation. 

Today’s next-generation robots exemplify the physical-digital 
convergence in which both worlds increasingly interact with 
and affect each other. Environmental data both affects and is 
affected by robot action, exemplifying  
the physical-to-digital-to-physical 
loop that is at the heart of  
what is known as Industry 4.0. 

Robots are experiencing a real surge in adoption across all 
industries – which can be directly attributed to tremendous 
strides in performance, precision and technical reliability at 
lower and lower cost.

While robotic solutions have seen adoption in numerous 
industries over the last decade, their high initial cost, 
programming difficulty, and larger form factors precluded 
widespread uptake in non-automotive markets, particularly 
regarding end-of-line packaging processes. 

That’s not overly surprising given the delicate nature of many 
food, medical device, and other consumer products, as well 
as the flexibility challenges associated with high mix/short 
production run environments, and the floor space/safety 
requirements traditionally required. However, a new generation 
of robots called “Collaborative Robots” (Cobots) are now in 
demand by manufacturing and production facilities all over the 
world, and for good reason. 

Cobots have introduced affordable, flexible, safe robotic 
automation, so investments previously difficult to justify now 
make economic sense. 

In fact, that’s one of the primary reasons Medela, a medical 
device manufacturer with its US operations based in Illinois, 
decided to make an investment in cobot technology, says  
Nick Kirichkow, Medela’s Process Engineering Manager. 

“The small capital expense versus the expected  
return and benefits made for a very low risk  
investment decision for us,” he explained. “Manual  
boxing and palletizing operations always are subject  
to some level of error (counts for instance) and serve to  
gate line speed. We are experiencing rapid growth, so  
getting our lines up to rated speed combined with the  
error proofing automation offers made for a very  
attractive solution at relatively low cost. Remember,  
cobots don’t take breaks, get sick, or eat lunch –  
they really are a tireless worker, and that means  
better throughput.”  

Tremendous strides have been made in robot technologies 
in recent years. While most industrial robots remain isolated 
behind protective cages and operate at higher speeds, 
cobots are designed to work safely side-by-side with humans 
performing low speed repetitive tasks that require no such 
protections. Supplementing human workers with cobots in 
close quarters translates into tangible cost reduction as well 
as improved process consistency. Automation of repetitive 
processing and handling tasks is the key to impeccable quality 
assurance practices. For example, moving fragile products with 
touch and precision is a matter of delicacy – which until the 
advent of cobot technology was a bridge too far in packaging 
and palletizing automation. Cobots have shaken up traditional 
constraints long associated with robotics – from safety fencing 
to monitoring devices. 
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Their highly advanced, integrated safety capabilities employ 
onboard sensors to monitor for risk of operator collisions and 
act to avoid them, thus enabling positioning next to their human 
colleagues. This not only improves deployment options; it 
eliminates the additional cost of safety fences and interlocks.

Robots that can operate safely in proximity to people also pave 
the way for other applications across the supply chain, such 
as warehouse operations. The ability to operate safely in the 
midst of Medela’s production staff sans safety gates was a key 
consideration, according to Nick, as was maintenance 
and reconfi guration.

“We have a two-fold plan to repurpose our existing 
staff. At fi rst, they’ll transfer to newer still manual lines, 
but we believe the real upside will be to develop them into 
cobot machine operators. They’ll assume responsibility 
for the automated palletizing set-up process and oversee 
consumable materials fl ow. We believe we can even 
supplement our maintenance department by training 
them on cobot troubleshooting.”

Simply put, cobots provide companies more choice when it 
comes to manual versus automated tasks. Their economical 
implementation, small size, and simple programming makes 
cobot technology applicable, and reusable, in a wide variety 
of applications. Cobots are a real boon to any company facing 
volatile and increasingly competitive consumer markets. That’s 
why it’s no surprise that cobots have quickly made the leap 
past tier one producers. Vendors such as Universal Robots (the 
market leader) are reporting increasingly rapid adoption 
by small and medium-sized businesses (SMBs). 

A 2017 Markets and Markets Report estimates cobot adoption 
growing at a 57% CAGR though 2023. 

Statistics from the Robotic Industries Association (RIA), part 
of the Association for Advancing Automation, indicate that 
North American companies purchased robots in record 
numbers in 2018 with more non-automotive companies 
installing robots than ever before (up 48% in areas like 
food and consumer goods). 

Some industry fi nancial analysts predict cobot sales are on a 
path to outpace traditional robot sales by as much as 5x in 
the next few years.

The improved ease and speed of cobot reprogramming means 
reconfi guration is often measured in hours – not days or weeks. 
The ability to reprogram quickly and easily dramatically lifts 
ROI, essentially lowering how long the cobot must repeat 
any individual task to justify its total implementation cost. 
Lowering that volume threshold makes cobots cost-effective for 
niche tasks, where annual volumes are far lower than typical 
production runs, or in small batch environments with higher 
product variety. Cobots can even change line design: traditional 
lines that are typically deployed in straight lines with conveyors, 
can now operate as split lines, with the potential to eliminate 
between-machine conveyors. For Medela, this represents a 
major upside. The new cobot augmented lines allow them to 
palletize multiple SKU’s concurrently, eliminating investment in 
new palletizing lines planned to address growth demands. 
Nick explains, 

“We’re using a smart conveyer to move the right 
product to the right palletizing cobot. This creates 
amazing fl exibility for us – it means we can run 4 
different SKUs on two lines at rated speed – which 
is a lot of bang for the buck.”

Lower-volume, cost-effective cobot-driven automation offers 
accessible robot technology to smaller producers, while also 
enabling larger fi rms to more easily expand product varieties. 
Solution mobility is further enhanced by their relatively small 
form factor (space optimization), and a variety of end-of-
arm tooling (EOAT) options that enable gentler handling of 
easily breakable products. Cobots accelerate and smooth the 
packaging process, minimizing downtime and product waste, 
while eliminating the risk of human error as well as associated 
staff training needs. Cobots excel in jobs that involve repetitive 
labor (such as manual secondary packaging), rendering them 
less susceptible to unskilled labor availability and reliability, 
and the high production staff turnover that saps processor 
productivity. 

When cobots and people can work side by side, it’s 
possible to dynamically reallocate tasks between them 
and even rebalance production lines to meet changes in 
product demand.
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The team at Medela is already looking at other creative uses 
of cobots. Nick cites an example of the issues Medela faces in 
meeting changing eCommerce labeling requirements: 

“We can see using them to depalletize, relabel, and 
then repalletize the subsegment of products going through 
eCommerce, which would be a signifi cant savings in both 
cost and time,” he added.

While regulatory requirements are not on the horizon yet, 
related ISO technical specifi cations are available and provide 
useful operational safety parameters. The initial ISO safety 
standards for robotics were adapted to high-speed industrial 
robots, prior to the introduction of low-speed collaborative 
robots. In recent years, the ISO committee launched an 
initiative for ISO/TS 15066 Robots and Robotic Devices - 
Collaborative Robots which details allowable speed, force 
and pressure measurement guidelines for direct human-robot 
collaboration. The cobot industry has widely adopted, and 
adheres to, ISO guidelines.

How does an investment in cobot technology compare to 
traditional staffi ng costs? Well, market evidence points to 
total costs that are competitive with the salary of a full-time 
equivalent employee, but with far fewer “human” downsides 
and a long-term payoff in both scalability and productivity. In 
Europe, some companies have even introduced a business 
model for “leasing” cobot workers to manufacturers at their 
equivalent labor rates. The upside is that cobots don’t leave or 
call out sick, or require benefi ts (sick, vacation, etc.) applicable 
to their human counterparts. Cobots are even evolving – 
utilizing machine learning, vision and artifi cial intelligence 
systems to quickly learn new tasks, mimicking the intelligence 
of a skilled human operator. They adapt ‘on the fl y’ variations 
such as slightly non-uniform products, variable target positions, 
colorations differences, etc. A valuable trait for non value-
added tasks such as moving goods on conveyors that require 
accurate placement into packaging materials as Medela 
illustrates. Other advances include smart sensors, third party 
peripherals integrations, and self-monitoring, providing the 
ability to analyze errors and offer troubleshooting tips (cobot, 
heal thyself). 

Cobots offer new solutions to the market drumbeat of ever 
better/faster/cheaper. But as capabilities improve, they’ll 
present new opportunities and choices for manufacturing 
executives looking to embrace innovation, improve customer 
service, and perhaps even differentiate their brand. For 
example, as cobot automation reduces the infl uence of labor 
and wages on production facility location, executives may seek 
to locate facilities on the basis of faster and more responsive 
supply chain logistics. 

Rapid redeployment increases production fl exibility, and 
reduces lead times, potentially making small batch runs a cost-
effective approach to “mass-customization”. Redeployment 
of scarce skilled resources away from repetitive tasks can 
improve worker productivity and satisfaction, and perhaps even 
support staff with physically demanding roles. 

That’s not to say that cobots, or any automation in fact, are 
not without risk. Obvious technological risks associated with 
smart, connected automation include cybersecurity and 
privacy; operational risks may include business continuity and 
workplace safety; while legal or regulatory risks are nominal, 
observance of industry standards is warranted. Utilizing an 
experienced, reliable partner to “get out of the gate” really helps 
alleviate risk, according to Nick. 

“We have a long relationship with Harpak-ULMA, our 
packaging OEM who will be deploying this technology 
for us initially. We’ll more than likely get to a point where 
this is second nature but having a trusted partner that we 
can rely on to hold our hand in these initial stages means 
we all sleep a little better at night.”

Why Cobots?
•  Work side-by-side with humans
•   Don’t leave or call out sick
•   Utilize machine learning, vision 

and Artifi cial Intelligence
•   Use smart sensors to 

analyze errors & 
troubleshoot solutions

•   Flexible to move between 
production lines

•   Full compliance with 
safety regulations, 
with no additional 
safety guarding 
required
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